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Taree Forster CLSD Minutes 
11 November 11:00AM – 12:30 PM, via Zoom 

 
Present:   
 
Mel Kallmier (MNCCLC), Haley McEwen (MNCCLC), Pauline Chau (Legal Aid), Liz Snell (Women’s Legal Service), Laura Cottam (Australian 
Centre for Disability Law), Julianne Elliott (Legal Aid CLE), Emma Hickey (Revenue NSW), Madi Taylor, Pauline Smith (MNC Financial 
Counselling), Holly Lawson (MNCCLC), Julia Quilter (University of Wollongong), Lou Webber (WDVCAS), Kate Halliday (Legal Aid), Lou 
Webber (WDVCAS), Catherine Peak (Advocacy Law Alliance, DA NSW) 
 
Apologies: 
 
Stacey McGrillen (Family Law Pathways), Grant Murray (DANSW), Kylie Hyde (MNCCLC), Jane O’Dwyer (MVNS), Cindi Ulstrup (Services 
Australia) 
 

  

 

Agenda Item Discussion Action/Responsibility/Time 

1. Welcome, 
purpose & 
acknowledgement 

Mel Kallmier acknowledged the respective Aboriginal lands that partners called-in from and 
welcomed everyone to the meeting.  

 

2. Check in Pauline Smith (Mid North Coast Financial Counselling)  
- Provide free financial counselling, problem gambling financial counselling, bushfire financial 

counselling (this extends to Armidale)  
- Celebrating recent win for support for a client having $8000 debt wiped.  
 
Emma Hickey – Revenue NSW 
- Recent announcement by Dept Customer Service for Aboriginal Employment strategy 
- Aboriginal Customer specialist dealing with fines, Revenue NSW issues.  
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Pauline Chau – Legal Aid NSW 
- General civil law. Clinic in Forster about to recommence, other civil clinics (delivered from 

medical centres) not yet back from COVID.  
- Stolen Generation reparations scheme ongoing, extended to 2022, contact Legal Aid NSW for 

help with these applications.  
- Disaster Response Legal Service able to assist with bushfire matters.  

 
Madi Taylor, Haley McEwen, Mel Kallmier, Holly Lawson and Cath Peek -  MNCCLC  
- Bushfire outreach and paralegal support (Madi) 
- Taree clinic (fortnightly) civil law matters at Manning Uniting Church (Haley) 
 
Laura Cottam – ACDL 
(contact details from the chat) 
- Launch of new toolkit due imminently – welcome feedback about how to deliver/share 
 
Julianne Elliott (CLE, Legal Aid)  
- Develops and delivers CLE in relation to young people and the law  
- Welcoming in-person delivery again! 
- Keen to collaborate and hear from local services about needs re young people and issues for 

CLE.  
  

3. Guest Presenters  
Liz Snell – Womens Legal Service NSW 

Law Reform/Policy Coordinator NSW 

Work with women on legal issues – DV, sexual assault, employment law, family law 

Coercion Control – Labor Bill +  Govt discussion paper, now joint select committee calling for 
submissions  - due 29 Jan 

- How coercion addressed in criminal and civil jurisdictions and in other jurisdictions in Australia 
- Systems reforms generally canvassed in the discussion paper.  
- All service providers dealing with coercive control invited to provide feedback  
- Coercive controlling incredibly dangerous, 2015-17 Coronial DV death review team  - 77 of 78 

DV homicides featured coercive control perpetrated by a male partner  

 

See for reference: Liz’s 
short article here and NSW 
Government’s  Discussion 
Paper about coercive 
control and note that a 
NSW Parliamentary Joint 
Select Committee on 
Coercive Control has 
recently been established 
to explore the issue.  
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- CC is pattern of behaviour that includes abuse (emotional/physical/verbal/financial) – primarily 
gendered violence, can involve things like gradual isolation of women from their social 
supports. May involve constant surveillance, put downs, rules (constantly changing). May be 
seen as a “liberty crime” 

- Aimed at undermining freedom 
- Perpetuates after separation, including exercising control through arrangements around 

children 
- Importance of first responders in responding to this (esp police). System focuses on discrete 

issues in isolation rather than in a wholistic sense 
- Often women identified as primary aggressor but often may be the primary victim – can lead to 

criminalisation of victim/survivors.  
- Lots of discussion is around finding a solution to this problem. Have to look at episodes as part 

of broader pattern of behaviour.  
- FOR: Shift discussion to context/history of violence – legislation shift to incorporate this as part 

of CC would help  
- Legislation on it’s own is not enough though – system reforms including screening/risk 

assessment tools, prosecutorial guidelines/benchbooks/police training and auditing would be 
good to consider 

- AGAINST: how would it increase safety and wellbeing? Unintended consequences – how might 
you address the issue where women primarily victims are misidentified as aggressor. Also, bec 
criminal, higher standard of proof – does this mean there won’t be sufficient prosecutions, and 
if prosecution rate is low what message does this send?  

- WLS still developing position on this as complex area of law. Worked for many years with 
women experiencing violence and working through multiple systems.  

- Other issue – some pattern of behaviour offences eg intimidation/stalking – how well are these 
charges working? Whats the gender/first nations breakdown/age breakdown – BOCSAR will 
undertake this research.  

- Scottish experience (Evan Starke) describes Scottish legislation as “gold standard” – extensive 
consultation/implementation  
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- Scottish experience – one of the great successes was consultation (over years) – phases 
including “do they need to criminalise cc?” majority said yes, needed this because there is a 
gap in legislation. Scotland’s regulatory scheme is vastly different though to NSW in relation to 
DV. They didn’t have ADVOs/protection orders which apply differently to ADVOs.  Shows that 
here we need to carefully consider “how to draft legislation” and “how to avoid unintended 
consequences”. Scotland had series of draft bills and have a rigorous process where every bill 
goes to committee, is reviewed, this led to improvements in the bills over a long period of time.   
2013 Scottish police merged into single police force and focussed on shifting culture in policing 
in order to respond better to DV. Trained all Scottish police to ensure better understanding of 
abuse. Other responses included similar programs to SAMs. Changed culture/systems to 
recognise and respond to abuse. Training happened BEFORE CC legislation took effect. Joint 
protocol btw Scottish police and prosecution/Crown in order to ensure evidence needs 
understood.   Legislation took effect April 2019 so is still new. Initial data shows over 1000 
charges laid in 12 months, 96% proceeded to criminal proceedings. COVID has interrupted data 
flow to know conviction rates – but anecdotally lots of guilty pleas.   Have 3 levels of DV 
expertise in their policing force, shows they are very aware of DV and abuse, aware of 
misidentification issues.  

- Lessons learned about how important to have thorough consultation process.  
- WLS asking “how are people engaging with first nations/vulnerable people to see what kinds of 

things they would like to see happen?”  
- Plans for regional hearings? Not clear but hopefully the committee turning their mind to it.  
- Encouragement to the committee to keep asking questions 
- Don’t just have submissions from people but look to other ways to engage people 
- Women with disabilities – CALD communities, important to engage.  

 
 
 
A/Prof Julia Quilter – Academic –Uni of Wollongong – Fines project, seeking feedback  
Fines –  
- Relationship btw DV and fines accumulating for the woman after a partner has left 
- Scottish changes in relation to CC – partnership is what is lacking in relation to fines issues – 

disconnect at the charging/issuing behaviour in the first place.  
- Collaborative project with NLAF, Legal Aid, ALS, Prof Russell Hogg.  
- Case study of bicycle fines 
- First fine issued in 2016 went from $71 to $319  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Slides attached 

Julia welcomes your 
feedback, input and 
questions – you can contact 
directly by email: 

jquilter@uow.edu.au  
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- Use of trivial matters re fines escalated to much more serious issue in police response 
- Aust first in world to introduce mandatory Helmet laws (MHL). 
- Aimed at road safety for children. Criminal law not priority in these laws  
- Has become a criminal law matter, now a 20 penalty unit offence. Can be dealt with by CAN 

but usually dealt with by a fine. Fine amount dramatically increased in 2016.  
- Penalty Notices are indexed each year (not like penalty units)  – now is $349  
- MHL fines far outstrips fines for safe distance /safe passing.  
- Geographical disparity – Mid Coast is one of top 12 of these fines – most disadvantaged 

communities consistently being fined, impact disparity across NSW (Kempsey/Nambucca 
region significant). Mid Coast – has been a feature of this area particularly Taree and Forster 

- Research including interviews with lawyers, advocates – disturbing levels of over policing and 
massive fines debt and accumulation of fines. 

- Fine level particularly unmanageable for children or people on Centrelink 
- Fines just go to accumulated debt – don’t really change behaviour 
- Not really being issued for road safety purposes 
- Escalation effects – enforcement escalation (pulled over for bike fine and this escalates to 

something bigger e.g. drug searches) 
- Incident escalation – tension/resist arrest, offensive language 
- Road safety and child safety rationale no longer seems to be the key driver.  
- Next steps in project – want to move to bigger project around transport fines including Learner 

Driver offences, vehicle registration offences, license suspension for fine defaults, public 
transport fines (fare evasion and conduct based fines).  

- Keen to hear feedback about how these fines are impacting locally.  
 

Q: Emma Hickey – excited to see what sort of work, how Revenue NSW can engage.  
Mt Druitt/Taree – Mt Druitt helmet fines are in top 5 fine offences given – why can’t there be 
caution options?  Julia – planning to do a specific project around Mt Druitt.  
Emma – working on First Nations/Youth project so at the forefront of lots of their projects 
 
 
 

  

  

    

Mel K will link Pat and Julia for 
more information and stats.  
 
Emma Hickey – link to Julia to 
engage in more detail 
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4. Emerging legal 
needs & other 
updates 

Law Access Data  

To summarise (see attachment also): 

- Calls related to driving and AVOs/harassment almost doubled on last quarter.  

- Calls relating to family law matters increased (care and protection, property matters, children) 

- Calls related to consumer goods & services, neighbours/environment & housing (not dwelling 
loss) increased. 

- Significantly more females call Law Access about civil matters than males 

- Most calls relating to civil law matters are from people over 35 

- Most calls relating to criminal matters are from people aged 25-50 

Partners were asked whether this data was reflected in what they were seeing and whether lack of 
warm referrals might be leading to gaps. 

Responses: 

Pauline Chau – Law Access recently merged with Legal Aid – more cross referrals as a result – 
referring to appropriate services. In future they will engage in more warm referrals.  

Stats – accurate for Legal Aid, MNCCLC 

Perhaps communication campaign to ensure people not falling through the cracks? Feb/March will 
be a planning meeting for the CLSD region so consultation in the lead up will be happening.  

Pauline Chau – they are back in person at Forster Neighbourhood Centre  - Mid Nov– and doing 
other clinics at medical services – Covid restrictions have meant those are paused. Not sure about 
EIU (family law)  

Send information to Marlo about opening times who can circulate. 

 

• Partners to review 
attached sample 
poster to consider 
whether a 
communication of this 
kind would be helpful 
to ensure people are 
not falling through the 
gaps. Provide 
feedback as part of 
consultation toward 
planning day. 

• Partners to be 
reminded they can 
send information to 
Marlo about re-
opening face to face 
services for 
circulation. 
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Pauline Smith – responsible lending laws Fed Govt proposal for change – FCAN, FinRights pushing 
for this not to happen, so if anyone is speaking to Federal MPs please raise with them. Payday loans 
legislation waiting for 4 years and looking to be watered down and may be worse than what we 
have at the present time. Is Fed govt going to undertake consultation? Pauline says we don’t 
believe so. Believe by March it will be in place. Pauline hoping to talk with David Gillespie in the 
next few months – local case studies may be persuasive so may be able to provide local stories – 
send to Pauline.   Open letter circulating at the moment to sign – Liz Snell to send to Marlo who will 
circulate.  

Pauline – anyone audited in regards to superannuation/early access? No   this might happen soon – 
possibly fines may be issued in relation to this? May result in a preclusion period. Welfare Rights 
can advise on this – not sure about Legal Aid Social Security team ability to advise. .  

Pauline Chau – housing – seeing clients in public housing – waiting list for maintenance -noone 
accepting responsibility for maintenance contract – this doesn’t end til next year even though 
Compass responsible for contract for tenancy now.  May be something worth approaching 
DCJ/Housing provider on? Maybe speak locally eg Emma McGuire/DCJ locally to follow up.  

  

5. CLSD Program 
Partnership 
Actions  

1. Hardship policy – letter sent but no official response as yet.  Suggestions about what to do 
next? Council officers are “sympathetic” but haven’t yet been able to provide formal 
response. Pauline suggested Lee Howard (MCC) as a person to contact – they have a 
current COVID hardship policy. Send to MP to follow up too.  

2. DFV services catch up 8 December – will be in person at Club Taree – 10am to 1pm. 
3. School attendance/suspensions issues – meeting planned for early next year in response to 

Dept Education’s draft Student Behaviour Strategy – Note: new policy is in effect at Legal 
Aid so now can assist students and parents with school exclusion matters. Law reform 
project to address disproportionate impact of school exclusion matters (ATSI students, 
students with disabilities and students in OOHC) – Legal Aid now able to step in and assist.  

4. Consultation in preparation for CLSD planning meeting in Feb/March 2021 

  

1. Marlo to contact Lee 
Howard. 

2. RSVP to 
mvns@mvns.org.au 
by 30th November. 

3. See: draft Student 
Behaviour Strategy 

4. Partners are invited to 
contact Marlo with 
feedback and ideas 
toward the new 
action plan 

6. Next meeting 
  10th February 2021 
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